A wide-spread way of international cooperation today is youth interchange, when teenagers from one country come to a different country to stay for some time in their equals in age' families. And then they themselves host foreign guests in their own country and family. One of organizations carrying out such projects in Penza is Penza Branch of Russian Pease Foundation. The author of this report is a youth-orientated programs coordinator in this organization and in particular a tutor of Russian teenagers' group who made a "peace voyage" to the State of Mississipi, USA. The sponsor of the visit and the host side was the Methodist Community of the state as it is the church which carries out such projects as well as many other kinds of educational work with young people in the USA.
The aim of the present publication is not a speculative and concept-based apprehension of the two Christianity branches, but a retrospective analysis of Russian teenagers' views on Orthodoxy and Protestantism. Following the results of a two weeks visit the author of the report who is a professional educator interviewed the 26 young participants of the visit, held individual conversations and roundtable discussions with them. In the author's view religious studies and education science have a lot of contact points, so the professional religious scholars can use the empirical data (which are a short record of the teenagers' opinions) in their work and give theoretic comprehension to them.
It is not the author's aim to draw some far-reaching conclusions; he confines himself to the summary of main opinions heard. However, in the author's point of view much speaks for itself most eloquently. Besides one should take into particular consideration that 14-, 18-year old "peace voyage" participants grew up in an atheistic-orthodox country and were acquainted with Methodism for two weeks only.
So the opinions of "peace voyage" participants: The upside is that the younger generation rejects many traditionally conservative forms of organization in social, political life and the world of spirit life in Russia: the principle of unity of command in peacetime, dogmatism, ideology, gerontocracy, a cult of everlasting "holy" poverty and self-denial. Reprobation of these forms might contain the dawning of some democratic and humanitarian values which are new for Russia and are born by West-European and American Protestantism. It should be noted that the youngsters' opinions have much in common with the ideas of Max Weber [1] who made a detailed survey of Protestant ethics which brought forth the contemporary successful West and the USA. While staying in the USA the teenagers felt and acclaimed most enthusiastically Protestant main values: activity, discipline, responsibility, rejection of deception and coercion, willingness to changes and to development. A Christian-Protestant-Methodist is distinctive not for his readiness for selfsacrifice and heroic acts or foolhardiness for the sake of yet another sacred cow. He is distinctive for his felicity to everyday labour, which should be rewarded, for his individual liberty and responsibility, for self-actualization, for conjunction of spirit and matter, moderation and prosperity. A person has an opportunity to cultivate his abilities here and now, but not in the Kingdom of Heaven or in some ambiguous future. He is free to use his liberty at his sole discretion and to live not in spite of human nature but to actualize its best features.
The downside in the author's opinion is the traditional Russian lack of sense of proportion, running to extremes in estimations and appraisals: from "aggressive dislike" passing into hatred to "adoration" rushing into imitation and deindividuation. Such "aggressive dislike" and 10.18531/Studia.Mundi.2015.02.01.110-114 "adoration" slide into each other according to the law of the unity and struggle of opposites. The source of danger here is that the essential modernization might be perceived as totalitarian westernization which fails to consider proper specificity, customs and mentality. It is typical that in the rage of breaking those who break do not notice such things. In his poem "Russia" Maximilian Voloshin [2] wrote about it as follows:
In our inward soul we're scornful of the West, But in the search of gods We thieve from there away Its Hegels and its Marxes… And clamber them upon pagan Olympus In order to incense to them styrax and brimstone Meanwhile severing heads of our own gods.
And just a year on -A peregrine blockhead is seen Dragged on the horsetail To be drowned in the river… (transl. by Irene Shelyakina)
Consequently there is a possibility that everything starts again from the clean slate, passing the stages of birth, death and rebirth. However it is also a typical mistake to try to isolate from deep influence of Protestantism and not to change anything.
The way out is in the unity of varieties, in the combination of traditions and innovations, in «consistent development» and «coevolution» [3] , in preservation of our individual specific features and active adoption of the best achievements of Protestantism, such as church educational work methods.
